The effectiveness of conventional document indexing is compared with that achievable by fully-automatic text processing methods. Evaluation results are given for a comparison between the MEDLARS search system used at the National Library of Medicine, and the experimental SMART system, and conclusions are reached concerning the design of future automatic information systems.
Introduction
The design and operations of large-scale information systems has become of concern to an ever-increasing segment of the scientific and professional world. Furthermore, as the amount and complexity of the available information has continued to grow, the use of mechanized or partly mechanized procedures for various information storage and retrieval tasks has also become more widespread. As a result, a number of large information systems are now in operation in which at least the search operations -that is, the comparison of incoming search requests with stored information -is carried out automatically. Typical examples in the United States are the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility, and the MEDLARS system at the National Library of Medicine.
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While these operational information systems are thus able rapidly to search vast storage files, often containing many hundreds of thousands of items, most of the operations other than the search itself are performed manually with the help of human experts. In particular, all the content analysis and indexing operations, leading to the assignment of suitably chosen combinations of index terms to the stored documents and to incoming search requests are normally performed by specialists who know the given subject area, as well as the performance characteristics of the retrieval environment within which they operate.
Many of the information systems which base their operations on manual indexing but largely automatic search methods are quite successful in isolating, from the large mass of largely irrelevant stored material, many of the items which prove pertinent to the users' information needs.
Nevertheless, the feeling that manual systems and procedures should be replaced by suitably chosen automatic methods has continued to grow, and a number of fully-automatic information storage and retrieval systems have been designed and put into operation, at least on an experimental basis.
The SMART system represents one such effort to replace the intellectual indexing by sophisticated automatic text analysis procedures, and thereby to produce a retrieval environment in which all document and query handling procedures are performed automatically [1, 2, 3] .
In the next few paragraphs, some of the evaluation measures that have been widely used to determine the effectiveness of information systems are introduced, and typical evaluation results obtained with the SMART system are given. Thereafter, the design of the SMART-MEDLARS test is examined, and evaluation results are given for the comparison between SMART and MEDLARS searches, using a variety of different analysis and search methods. Suggestions are made for improving the performance of presently operating information systems, and for the design of future automatic retrieval services.
The Evaluation of Information Systems
Many different criteria may suggest themselves for measuring the performance of an information system. In the evaluation work carried out with the SMART system, the effectiveness of an information system is assummed to depend on its ability to satisfy the users 1 information needs by retrieving wanted material, while rejecting unwanted items. Two measures have been widely used for this purpose, known as recall and precision, and representing respectively the proportion of relevant material actually retrieved, and the proportion of retrieved material actually relevant [4, 5] .
(Ideally, all relevant items should be retrieved, while at the same time, all nonrelevant items should be rejected, as reflected by perfect recall and precision values equal to 1).
It should be noted that both the recall and precision figures achievable by a given system are adjustable, in the sense that a relaxation of the search conditions often leads to high recall, while a tightening of the search criteria leads to high precision. Unhappily, experience has
shown that on the average, recall and precision tend to vary inversely since the retrieval of more relevant items normally also leads to the retrieval VI-4 of more irrelevant ones. In practice, a compromise is usually made, and a performance level is chosen such that much of the relevant material is retrieved, while the number of nonrelevant items which are also retrieved is kept within tolerable limits.
In the SMART evaluation system, these various possible operating ranges are taken into account by computing for each search request, and for each processing method a variety of different statistics related to recall and precision. Specifically, four global statistics are generated, known as rank recall, log precision, normalized recall, and normalized precision respectively, as well as ten local statistics, consisting of the standard precision at ten different recall levels. The global statistics are used to represent the overall performance of a given search, whereas the local statistics furnish individual recall-precision pairs for specific operating ranges of the system. Paired comparisons are normally presented, consisting of the average performance over many search requests of two given search and retrieval systems [5] .
One of the document collections used for evaluation purposes with the SMART system over the last few years is the set of 200 documents and 42 search requests in the field of aerodynamics used earlier as part of the well-known Aslib-Cranfield experiments [4] . This collection is attractive for test purposes since a number of actual user queries were available, as well as sets of relevance judgments obtained from the scientists constituting the user population. Furthermore, English abstracts were furnished with each document, and it thus became possible to compare the effectiveness of the conventional retrieval operations based on a matching VI-5 of the index term sets -manually assigned by trained indexers at Cranfieldwith the performance of the fully-automatic language processing devices based on the manipulation of document abstracts, used by the SMART programs. Such a comparison could then produce evidence to indicate whether document identifiers automatically generated by language analysis methods, such as suffix cut-off procedures, thesaurus look-up, phrase generation methods, statistical term associations, syntactic analysis, and others, would perform equally as well as manually assigned index terms.
A typical comparison between the Cranfield indexing, and an automatic word stem matching process based on a matching of weighted word stems extracted from document abstracts and search requests, respectively, is shown in Fig. 1 , averaged over the 42 Cranfield queries. The recallprecision graph of Fig. 1(a) , and the corresponding tables of Fig. 1(b) , indicate that the manual indexing is slightly superior to the simple automatic word-stem process. However, the statistical significance computations, included in Fig. lCc) , show that the differences in performance between the two systems are not significant. Specifically, each of the values shown in Fig. 1(c) represents the probability -computed by using either a standard t-test, or a sign test -that if the performance of the two systems (manual indexing and automatic word-stem match) were, in fact, equally high, then a test value as large as the one actually observed would occur in practice [5] . A probability of 0.05 is usually taken as an upper bound in judging whether a deviation in test values is significant or not. The probability values included in Fig. 1 (c) are seen to be much higher than 0.05, and the assumption that the two systems are approximately comparable in effectiveness cannot safely be rejected. The experiments carried out with a small subset of the MEDLARS collection were undertaken in an attempt to obtain further evidence in the ongoing comparison of conventional and automatic information systems.
The Test Design
A) The MEDLARS Evaluation Study
The SMART-MEDLARS experiments to be described are based on a small portion of a much larger systems evaluation study undertaken over the last few years within the National Library of Medicine [8, 9] . In this larger study, 302 search requests actually processed by MEDLARS were carefully chosen to reflect both a stratified sample of the MEDLARS user population, and a representative proportion of the subject fields covered by MEDLARS. For these 302 searches, the help of the users was enlisted in order to obtain careful value judgments, made on a sample of the search output for each query. Specifically, a precision base (PB) was constructed by judging for relevance a sample of the documents retrieved by MEDLARS in response to each query; similarly, a recall base (RB) was obtained by taking documents from a variety of sources which were identified VI-9 in advance as being relevant to the query* The recall and precision base documents were then used to compute for each search the recall and precision actually achieved during the search of the MEDLARS collection. Table 1 VI-11 far away from the ideal operating range in the upper right-hand corner of the curve.
An indication of the recall and precision failures identified during the complete MEDLARS test is given in Table 1 . It is seen that over thirty percent of both the recall and the precision failures are due to the fact that the manual query formulation does not adequately reflect the real user need. In addition, the indexing language in use produces many precision failures, and the document indexing is responsible for many recall failures. Finally, the lack of communication between user and system personnel during the search also causes a large number of errors.
A comparison of these test results with those applicable to the SMART runs is made following the exposition of the test design actually used.
B). Design of the SMART Test
For a variety of reasons, having to do mostly with input keypunching, it was necessary to restrict the SMART tests to a small subset of the total MEDLARS test environment (300 queries, several thousand recall and precision base items, and over half-a-million documents to be searched).
Specifically, eighteen queries were obtained from the National Library of Medicine, together with 273 of their associated RB and PB documents. The 273 documents actually used were chosen as follows:
Total documents evaluated by MEDLARS for the 18 queries in SMART subcollection (including 149 RB and 369 PB items) 518
Number unusable for SMART experiment because abstract or summary was not easily available 245
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Total documents used in SMART subcollection 273
For the remaining 18 queries and 273 documents, the English abstracts were keypunched and the SMART runs were carried out in accordance with the standard SMART methods [1, 2, 3, 5] .
In order to make a comparison with the MEDLARS system possible, it was necessary, in addition, to choose a cutoff in the number of retrieved documents equivalent to that which MEDLARS would have obtained, had the SMART subcollection been used during the MEDLARS search. A typical cutoff computation is shown as an example in Table 2 . Consider a typical request for which MEDLARS would have retrieved a total of 213 documents, including three RB items out of a total of six, thirty PB items, and 180 items retrieved but unassessed for relevance with respect to the given query. If it is assumed that the SMART subset contains all of the RB items, and twenty out of thirty PB items, then the retrieval cutoff is set at 23 documents for the recall calculations. (Since the SMART system ranks documents in decreasing correlation order with the search request, it is always possible to retrieve exactly the n highest ranking itemsl. For the precision calculations, an additional adjustment is necessary since recall-base documents which are retrieved by MEDLARS are normally excluded from the MEDLARS precision calculations. For the example of Table 2 , three such RB items had to be removed, the final cutoff being then 20 for precision purposes.
This procedure for (determining the number of documents to be re- Table 2 VI-14 environments must, however, be noted:
a) The original MEDLARS searches were conducted, using the complete MEDLARS document collection, whereas the SMART searches were made with the subset for which keypunched abstracts were available; the possible effect of this reduction in collection size is discussed in the concluding section of this study;
b) The recall and precision bases used for the eighteen queries were larger for MEDLARS C518 items) than for SMART (273 items); the average MEDLARS recall-precision results of the adjusted precision is obtained by multiplying the apparent precision by the factor 1.56. The complete argument is summarized in Table 3 .
To summarize, the search results obtained by MEDLARS and SMART for the 18 queries are compared in the following manner: The cutoff value used by SMART to distinguish retrieved from nonretrieved items is exactly the one used in the corresponding MEDLARS search for the subset of 273 items; the recall calculations are based on the retrieval of the complete set of known relevant items, and the output values which result are directly comparable; the apparent precision calculations are based on an average MEDLARS recall of only sixty-four percent, and a suitable adjustment is made to account for the lack of relevance assessments in that part of the collection which is not retrieved by MEDLARS. Table 5 VI-19
SMART-MEDLARS Comparison
The average recall and precision values obtained for the SMART and MEDLARS systems are shown in Table 4 . The corresponding statistical significance calculations are given in Table 5 , Tables These figures point to a fundamental difference between manual indexing systems, and the automatic text processing schemes used in SMART:
Often, the human intermediary charged with the formulation of the search statement in the manual system is exceptionally clever in determining the user's information needs; at other times, however, these needs are misunderstood, thus accounting for the searches with zero recall. In addition, the manual indexing system is, of course, highly dependent on the richness and completeness of the indexing language, and on the thoroughness and accuracy with which the document indexing is performed.
In the automatic text analysis, on the other hand, the complete text of a document abstract is normally used for analysis purposes, and it is very rare indeed that the resulting content identifiers do not reflect the actual document content at least to some extent. In addition, the automatic environment makes it possible to use complex weighting and matching procedures designed to increase the effect of certain important content identifiers at the expense of others that are less crucial. At the same time, the basic dependence on the initial vocabulary is also VI-21 responsible for the fact that some relevant items are difficult to retrieve, thus accounting for the less than perfect performance of the SMART searches.
The statistical significance output of Table 5 shows clearly that the recall differences between SMART and MEDLARS are not statistically significant; indeed, the sign test probabilities are equal to 1 for each dictionary. Thus, the average recall performance is just about identical for the two systems.
The precision figures for the standard SMART runs and the MEDLARS searches are contained in Tables 4(b) and 4(c) respectively. As expected, the apparent SMART precision is much smaller than the corresponding MEDLARS precision. However, when the adjustment factor is included, it is seen that the adjusted precision is only slightly lower for SMART than for MEDLARS, the differences in performance being again not statistically significant.
Overall, the average performance data of Table 4 lead to the conclusion that the MEDLARS and SMART performance is comparable for the 18 queries, with SMART showing a slightly better recall while MEDLARS exhibits a somewhat higher precision.
One factor, not taken into account in the average performance figures of Table 4 , is the ability of the SMART system to rank the documents in decreasing correlation order with the search requests. Thus, in the comparison with MEDLARS, no distinction is made between different rankings of relevant documents that are retrieved.* Such a ranking is, however, Actually, a limited system of nested ranking on three levels is available in MEDLARS by constructing three increasingly refined formulations of each search query, thereby producing three nested sets of output documents.
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important to a user interested in retrieving the relevant items ahead of the nonrelevant ones.
To test the ranking ability of the automatic SMART process, a separate test was therefore made by comparing the "rank recall" measure [10] computed from the SMART ranks, with the rank recall obtained from a handranked output list produced manually within the National Library of Medicine for test purposes. The hand-ranked output lists were available for fourteen of the eighteen queries, shown in the evaluation output of Table 7 .
It is seen here again that the performance of the two ranking systemsmanual ranking with MEDLARS and automatic SMART ranking -is about equally effective, the average rank recall being slightly better for SMART than for MEDLARS.
A number of conclusions to be drawn from the foregoing test results are examined following the comparison of the various SMART runs.
Comparison of SMART Analysis Methods
Several different language analysis procedures were used for the SMART runs conducted with the MEDLARS subcollection. Specifically, runs were made using document titles only or full document abstracts, and three different dictionaries -known respectively as the word form, word stem, and thesaurus dictionaries -were used for language normalization.
The first two dictionaries were generated by machine using for this purpose the standard SMART procedures; the thesaurus was generated by hand [11] .
The differences in the dictionary makeup account, in general for the differences in performance observed in the recall and precision measures Table 7 VI-24 of Table 4 . Both the recall and precision values are nearly the same for word form and word stem dictionaries in the standard SMART runs.
The thesaurus dictionary, on the other hand, which would normally be expected to produce better results than either of the suffix dictionaries produces only slightly better precision but slightly worse recall. The thesaurus groupings were actually constructed by a staff member without special knowledge of the medical terminology, and the corresponding performance is thus not typical of the thesaurus results obtained by SMART with document collections in different subject fields [5] .
The results obtained by using document titles instead of full abstracts for analysis purposes are, however, fully in accord with comparable data previously obtained for different subject areas. The graph of Fig. 3(a) shows, in particular, that titles are much less effective than abstracts, particularly at the high recall end of the curve. Furthermore, the significance output of Fig. 3(c) The evaluation results for "negative deletion" and "upweighting" are included in Table 4 for the recall and precision averages corresponding to the MEDLARS searches, and in Fig. 4 in the form of recall-precision graphs. It is seen that the upweighting process improves both recall and precision by five to ten percent over the complete range of the recallprecision curve. The negative phrase deletion does not, however, exhibit the same uniformly beneficial effects, although some improvement in precision is noticeable at the low recall end of the curve. The significance data of Fig. 4(c) show that the changes in search effectiveness between original and altered queries are not sufficiently pronounced to be statistically significant. VI-28 given thesaurus grouping includes a variety of different concepts, where some of these concepts occur in a negative phrase, while others occur in a positive sense within the same query. In that case, the deletion of the negative phrases produces a decrease in the weight of important terms, which may consequently reduce the search effectiveness.
The upweighting process for important technical terms generally produces an improvement in search effectiveness. However, the improvement may be less uniform than expected. For some queries, it is easy to pick appropriate terms whose weight should be increased; for example, in query 01, listed in Table 8 , the term "lens" may be expected to be much more essential for the subject description than, for example, the term "vertebrate"
Other query statements may, however, occur for which the important terms are much more difficult to locate; in such cases, the search improvements due to upweighting may remain small, or may be nonexistent.
The two query modification procedures incorporated into the SMART system are only two possible methods which may improve the result of the automatic searches. Similar methods can, of course, also be used for the semi-manual MEDLARS searches. The prospects for such potential improvements in retrieval effectiveness are taken up in the concluding section.
Conclusions
The MEDLARS test comparisons which are described in this study lead to the same conclusions previously reached in other test environments with the SMART evaluation system [5] Table 8 VI-30 systems do not appear to produce a retrieval performance which is inferior to that obtained by conventional systems using manual That these suggestions are all well taken has been shown by the retrieval comparisons previously made with the SMART system [5] . Indeed, the search formulations suggested as ideal for MEDLARS are exactly the ones already used for all SMART searches. Furthermore, the dictionary construction principles derived for the SMART system also point in the direction of greater responsiveness to collection makeup and user needs, and away from committee control [12] . Finally, user-controlled iterative searches have been implemented successfully with the SMART system for several years [13, 14, 15] .
It is difficult to predict exactly how much improvement in search effectiveness may result from the introduction of these various search and retrieval aids. 
